EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW

Business. Transformed.

About Us

What do 20 of Fortune’s top 100 companies all have in common? They
all turn to ProSys to design and implement technology solutions to advance
their business objectives. From education to healthcare, from financial
services to communications ProSys customers are among the most admired
and innovative public and private companies in the world.

› Founded 1997
› HQ Atlanta, Georgia
› $500M+ in revenue
› 300+ Employees
› 3-to-1 Engineer-to-Sales Ratio
› HQ and Regional Multi-Vendor
Solution Labs

› State-of-the-Art Integration
Center

Founded in 1997, with more than $500M in annual sales, the same entrepreneurial spirit and solid technology partnerships upon which we were
founded still fuel every customer engagement. From deep within the data
center to the outer most edges of the organization, ProSys improves performance and ROI of legacy systems and enables game-changing business
performance through the application of new technologies.

We Know Technology. We Understand Business.

› Nationally Certified WomanOwned Diversity Business

Who We Serve
Our clients represent a crosssection of commercial and
enterprise organizations,
including 20 top Fortune 100
companies.

What sets ProSys apart is the way we
gain and integrate understanding
of our customer’s business goals,
challenges and opportunities
into our solution design process. This deep understanding sharpens our focus,
guides our selections and
yields superior results for
our clients.
From in-depth assessment,
design, and deployment
services, to complete asset
procurement, integration and
management services, ProSys IT
solutions align technology, insight,
and resources across a broad range of
commercial and enterprise business applications.

Enterprise Perspective. Solutions-Driven Approach.
Our Partnerships
ProSys is proud to partner
and collaborate with
the best technology
companies in the world.

We keep our finger on the pulse of evolving currents in business and IT and
we invest heavily in building the capabilities, expertise and relationships
required to design and create lasting competitive advantages for our customers. ProSys organizes our Technology Solutions around three key areas:
Data Center, Collaboration and Mobility/Networking. These practices are
supported by cloud, security and professional service experts spanning all
practices.
Data Center
› Virtualization/VDI
› Data Center

Collaboration
› Unified Communications
› Voice & Video

Consolidation

›
›
›
›
›
›

Conference

› Web Collaboration

Unified Network Fabric

E-mail, IM & Presence

Power and Cooling

› Contact Center
› Assessment and Health

Space
10G Switching Upgrades

Checks

WAN Optimization
Assessments

Mobility & Network
› Mobile Workforce
› Compliance
› Mobile Device Management
› Securing the Data Center
› Securing the Cloud
› End Point Device Security
› Assessment and Health Checks

Resources in Motion. Best-in-Class Tools and Methods.
ProSys is more than a technology
provider. ProSys is about the people who
build the solutions. It is our expertise and
depth of knowledge that sets us apart.
Annually, we invest thousands of staff
hours to expand our skills, knowledge
and certifications to match the pace
and innovation of our diverse customer
base. Working with you, we put these
distinctive and integrated resources
in motion from day one developing
collaborative business and technology
solutions that take you from where you
are to where you want to be.

› Solution Sales
› Engineering and Professional Services
› Technology Solution Labs
› Procurement & Asset Management
› Online Tools and Systems
› Warehouse and Integration
› Education
› Help Desk
› Customer Service
› Project Management
› Vendor Management
› Finance
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